The Cabinet
department. To display them to advantage is, no doubt,
a great art. But it is not a mystery into which common
men cannot enter if they have had the experience which
trains them for admission to it.
And the politician who becomes a Cabinet minister,
let us remember, is himself unlikely to be a simple
amateur. He will have spent a number of years in the
House of Commons occupied with the large outlines of
political problems about which, as to principle at least,
he will have to make up his mind in much the same kind
of way as when he becomes a minister. Not improbably,
he will have been a member of the front Opposition
bench; and, as such, he will have helped to work out,
with his colleagues, the policy which they will set along-
side the decisions of the Cabinet. He will have been in
pretty constant contact with the interests outside Parlia-
ment which seek to obtain expression there for their
views, especially if these are critical of the Government
of the day. He will have been, in fact, immersed in a
stream of fact and opinion about which he has to make up
his mind for public purposes in much the same kind of
way as a minister has to make up his mind. My point i§
not, of course, that any experience compensates for the
actual knowledge a man gains as head of a great political
department. It is rather that the politician who becomes
a minister is, as such, an experienced man of affairs; and
that the affairs in which he is experienced set for him a
technique of judgment comparable in character to that
which he will require as a member of a Cabinet*
Upon one point here it is worth while to make a
remark. The critics of the Cabinet system seem to assume
that there is little relation between the qualities required
to become significant in the House of Commons and
those which enable a man effectively to run a department

